
Best  of  Motor  City  Machine
Guns: I Don’t Think That Word
Means What You Think It Means
Best  of Motor City Machine Guns
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Taz, Don West
Host: Jeremy Borash

On the other side of the spectrum from the technical brawlers of Beer
Money, we have the fast paced high fliers in the Guns. This is one of the
most popular teams the company has ever had, but unfortunately just like
the other set, a lot of great stuff happened after this was filmed. This
actually includes a lot of singles stuff too. Let’s get to it.

Borash does a quick intro to try and tie this into the Beer Money part,
even though it’s completely separate.

The Guns talk about how great the tag team division is in TNA right now.

Brutus Magnus vs. Chris Sabin

From Against All Odds 2009 and Magnus is issuing an open challenge. This
is when Magnus was a Roman gladiator, based on his character on the UK
show Gladiators. This was referenced by Tenay except for one thing: he
never  actually  said  what  Gladiators  actually  was.  That’s  kind  of
important to mention no? Magnus easily shoves him down to start as the
fans chant USA. They stay on the mat with Magnus holding a horrible
armbar until Sabin fights up for a kick to the ribs. He escapes a gorilla
press  and  goes  after  the  legs  until  Magnus  just  ends  him  with  a
clothesline.

A delayed vertical suplex gets no cover on Sabin but a slingshot elbow
has him in trouble. After a chinlock goes nowhere, Sabin fights up and
nails a springboard clothesline for two. He tries to get too fast though
and has his hurricanrana countered with a powerbomb. Magnus misses a
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charge and falls to the floor, only to get taken down by a big plancha.
Back in and Magnus grabs the referee, earning him a shove into the ropes
to crotch Sabin. Tormentum (a spinning Samoan drop) is enough to give
Magnus the pin.

Rating: D+. That’s how you open a DVD about how great the Guns are? With
a dull match ending in a loss? The gladiator character really didn’t do
much for me and Magnus would be far more interesting once he just became
a British guy. I still can’t get over this loss though. What’s the
thinking here?

The Guns talk about having experience all over the world and how it’s
made them a stronger team.

X-Division Title: Alex Shelley vs. Eric Young

Also from Against All Odds 2009 and Shelley is defending. For some reason
they aired these matches out of order, meaning that this match was
spoiled by the commentary in the previous match. Alexis is the villain
here here and Eric hammers away to start before clotheslining him out to
the floor. They keep trading places with no contact until Alex gets
dropkicked off the apron, setting up a slingshot plancha from Young.

Shelley comes right back by sending Eric into the barricade, only to be
sent into it as well. That’s fine with Alex though as he sidesteps a
dive, sending Eric into the steel a second time. Back in and Alex kicks
him out of the air before putting on a bow and arrow hold. A top rope
knee to the back has Young in even more trouble as they head out to the
apron.

Alex tries a catapult out there but can’t send Young anywhere. He can
however duck a charge, sending Young crashing over the post. Back in and
Shelley nails some running elbows to the face and a low dropkick for two.
Off to a cobra clutch for a few moments before Young grabs a quick
flapjack to get a breather. A discus lariat gets two for Eric but Alex
hits a top rope jawbreaker of all things. Young’s Death Valley Driver is
countered but he nails a springboard Fameasser for two.

The champ avoids a moonsault and nails what would become known as Sister



Abigail for two. A standing Sliced Bread #2 gets the same and Shelley
takes him up top. Young tries to counter but winds up eating a Mysterio
sitout bulldog, followed by a nice Frog Splash for an even closer two.
They head back up again with Eric countering something into a hot shot
onto the buckle. For some reason Young stops to argue with the referee,
allowing Shelley to grab a rollup to retain.

Rating: C. Not bad here but Young barely got in any offense after the
first few minutes. It wound up being an extended squash with an odd
ending, as Young didn’t even cover before he went over to yell at the
referee for no apparent reason. It’s not a bad match or anything but it
was oddly worked.

The Guns name the Midnight Express as their greatest influence and say
they have to rely on their minds rather than their physical abilities.

Steel Asylum

Alex Shelley, Chris Sabin, Curry Man, Jimmy Rave, Jay Lethal, Johnny
Devine, Petey Williams, Shark Boy, Sonjay Dutt, Super Eric

From Bound For Glory 2008. You should know who everyone is here. Super
Eric is Eric Young as a superhero and is part of the Prince Justice
Brotherhood along with Shark Boy and Curry Man (Christopher Daniels as an
Indian curry company mascot). This is inside a big red cage with a dome
on top. There’s a hole in the top of the dome and the first person to
climb up and out gets an X-Division Title shot at some point in the
future. Since there are ten men in the ring, it’s almost impossible to
tell what’s going on.

Everyone goes after everyone to start with the Brotherhood and the Guns
taking over early on. Shark Boy gets beaten up in the corner and then
Devine gets the same treatment. The abused start fighting now as Sharky
stomps on Johnny in the corner. We get a six man suplex with the
Brotherhood all getting suplexed at the same time. Naturally they sell
way too long for a suplex but that’s what you get in big spots like that.

Petey hooks his Russian legsweep on Dutt but gets pulled down when trying
to escape. Curry Man goes up but Shelley makes a save. Alex’s climb goes



just as well with Shark Boy leg sweeping him down. Super Eric drops
Devine with a neckbreaker off the middle rope before Lethal and Dutt slug
it out on the top rope. Curry Man takes Sonjay down with the Tokyo
Dangerous backbreaker off the ropes. Lethal hurricanranas Rave off the
top and Shelley adds a frog splash for good measure.

Eric hits a Death Valley Driver on both Devine and Dutt at the same time
but the Guns stop him from leaving. The Guns take everyone down until
Petey nails Shelley with a Canadian Destroyer. Shark Boy hits a double
Stunner off the top to plant Shelley and Petey at the same time. The
parade of finishers begins and Devine is the last man standing. Dutt gets
up to stop his escape attempt though and Curry Man takes everyone down so
he can do his dance. Curry almost gets to the exit but Dutt pulls him
down. Lethal hammers Dutt in the ribs and climbs out for the win.

Rating: C. These matches are fun but they get really tiring after awhile.
You can only see these spots for so long before you want some kind of
storytelling or coherence after awhile. The match was entertaining but
I’d much rather have like five guys in there at most. It would make
things flow so much easier instead of being the mess that it was.

The Guns talk about not getting opportunities for about fifteen seconds.

Rock and Rave Infection vs. Kaz/Eric Young vs. Rellik/Black Reign vs. LAX
vs. Motor City Machine Guns vs. Petey Williams/Scott Steiner

From Lockdown 2008. This is one of the dumbest ideas TNA has ever had:
Cuffed In A Cage. It’s an elimination match but you only eliminate a team
by handcuffing them to the cage. I’ve never gotten Russo’s obsession with
handcuffs but I have a feeling it’s rather disturbing. On top of that, we
don’t even have tags so it’s everyone fighting to start. The Infection is
a bad rock band (complete with Rock Band guitars) made of Jimmy Rave and
Lance Rock. Before the match we see Young getting laid out by Rellik
(Johnny the Bull) and Black Reign (Dustin Rhodes) to continue their
stupid monster feud, leaving Kaz to go it alone.

It’s a huge brawl to start of course and there’s almost no way to call
anything. Steiner gets taken down and stomped by the monsters and Rock
before they quickly cuff him. Eric Young stumbles out to make sure have



TWELVE people in the ring at once. Thankfully the monsters keep him out
because Eric is afraid of them. Young walks out and heads to the back,
leaving Kaz all alone.

The match is still a huge mess where you can barely tell what’s going on,
even with things slowing down. Kaz sidesteps Sabin to send him into the
cage before cuffing him to the cage. Shelley gets cuffed as well,
eliminating the Guns. Williams gets beaten up by the monsters and cuffed
to the cage. This is almost like a battle royal as there’s nothing going
on between these eliminations.

A Doomsday Cutter from LAX drops Rave and Hernandez just LAUNCHES him
into the steel. Rock makes a save with a clothesline as Kaz hits the Flux
Capacitor (top rope C4) to knock Rave silly. The monsters are on him
almost immediately and LAX has been cuffed. So we’ve got Kaz, Rock and
Rave, Reign and Rellik still in it. Rock and Kaz head up top with Lance
chokeslamming him down, allowing the monsters to cuff Kaz.

The fans are screaming for Super Eric and get him almost immediately.
It’s Eric Young as a superhero which keeps him from being afraid of the
monsters. Young dives onto all four guys left in the match and quickly
cuffs the Infection. So it’s Young vs. Reign/Rellik as everyone else is
still in the ring, cuffed to the side of the cage. Do you have any idea
how hard it is to have a handicap match where you can barely reach the
side of the cage? Rellik tries to cuff Eric but gets cuffed instead,
leaving Eric to piledrive Reign and cuff him for the win.

Rating: D-. There was barely any wrestling, the match was such a mess
because there were so many people in it, and the whole thing was a
disaster. Young being afraid of the monsters worked if you didn’t think
about it, but Reign and Rellik were pretty horrible in the roles, which
didn’t make things any better.

The Guns talk about the idea behind the team: two bodies, one mind.

Steel Asylum

Sonjay Dutt, Curry Man, Consequences Creed, Shark Boy, Jimmy Rave, Kaz,
Chris Sabin, Alex Shelley, Johnny Devine, Jay Lethal



From Sacrifice 2008. It’s the same concept as earlier, meaning everyone
is in the ring at once and the first man to climb out wins a shot at the
X-Division Title. By the way, this is the fifth match on the set and the
Guns have only been a team in the cuffed match, where they were
eliminated first. This isn’t much of a Best Of set. TNA boss Jim Cornette
comes out and offers the winner a spot in tonight’s World Title match due
to Angle being unable to compete.

Again it’s the big red cage with ten guys inside at once so you can
barely keep track of what’s going on. Creed takes Curry Man (Daniels)
down with a flip clothesline but gets nailed by Rave. Sharky dropkicks
Kaz but gets double teamed by the Guns’ speed offense. Sonjay’s
piledriver attempt on Shelley is countered into a reverse powerbomb
(that’s a finisher waiting to be made).

We get our first attempt at an escape with Creed going up, only to dive
down onto Kaz instead. The Guns beat up Curry Man again before Sonjay
throws Sabin into Shelley, causing Chris to DDT Alex when Sonjay takes
Sabin down with a neckbreaker. It’s as stupid as it sounds. Back up and
we get a ridiculous six man Tower of Doom, capped off by Devine hitting a
hurricanrana off the top of the cage.

Rave stops Lethal from escaping before taking him down with a freaky
spinning Angle Slam kind of move. Sharky hits the Chummer (Stunner) on
Shelley followed by the Dead Sea Drop (Diamond Dust) on Sabin. Curry Man
takes Dutt up top for a powerbomb onto everyone else for a huge crash.
Rave and Curry slug it out until Curry Man hits a top rope Spice Rack
(upside down AA) as this just keeps going. Kaz takes Curry Man down with
a Flux Capacitor but Creed stops him from escaping. Devine piledrives
Creed down and goes up, only to have Kaz throw him onto the pile again,
allowing Kaz to climb out for the win.

Rating: C+. The match is a total spot fest but man alive it gets annoying
to have these big messes. It was like they were trying to come up with
stuff to fill in time instead of having any kind of flow to the match. On
top of all that, the Guns continue to barely be a factor in their own DVD
set. What’s up with that?



The Guns talk about what it means to face Team 3D.

X-Division Title: Jay Lethal/Motor City Machine Guns vs. Johnny
Devine/Team 3D

From Against All Odds 2008. Believe it or not, this has a bunch of
stipulations. Team 3D and X-Division Champion Devine have gone to war
against the X-Division and if they win here, the division disbands. If
Lethal and the Guns win, Team 3D has to weigh less than 275lbs to wrestle
and the person who gets the fall wins the X-Division Title. Got all that?

It’s a huge brawl to start as you would expect and thankfully we go split
screen to see most of it. I say most of it because there’s a huge AGAINST
ALL ODDS logo covering the top half of the screen. Is that there in case
you’ve bought all the PPVs that night and are flipping through the
channels to pick something to watch? They finally start heading inside
with Lethal nailing Ray in the head with a Dead End sign. The good guys
hit stereo dives to the floor to take out everyone else in a nice visual.

Now we get the big weapons, including Sabin throwing in an inflatable
doll. We also get the now clichéd kitchen sink, which makes West far too
excited. Team 3D takes some sink shots to the face as Devine chokes
Lethal on the floor. The Guns put sleepers on 3D and Lethal gets back in,
only to take a double suplex from Team 3D, driving the Guns into the mat
in the process. The villains take over with Devine nailing Lethal in the
head with a keyboard for two.

Sabin saves Lethal from a big kendo stick shot and the Guns start
speeding things up again to take over. High/Low gets two on D-Von but he
pops back up to nail 3D on Sabin. Shelley eats one of his own but Lethal
nails a springboard dropkick to drop D-Von. The fans want tables as Ray
nails Lethal to take over again. Jay’s girlfriend So Cal Val is begging
them to stop but Lethal flips Ray off, earning him a trashcan shot to the
head. Ray pulls Val in as Tenay freaks out, because the idea of Team 3D
attacking a woman is just sick right Mike?

Lethal saves Val from a cheese grater to the head and takes Ray down with
a top rope hurricanrana. D-Von pulls the referee out at two so Jay dives
onto him as this has basically turned into a handicap match. Jay’s



springboard clothesline gets two on Ray and the Lethal Combination gets
the same on Devine. A huge Bubba Bomb puts Jay down for two as it’s table
time. Jay fights off all three guys again and blasts Devine with the Dead
End sign. A Macho Elbow through Devine through the table gives Jay the
title. The Guns weren’t seen for the last four minutes of the match.

Rating: C. The match was fun, if not TOTALLY RIDICULOUS. I mean, I’m
supposed to believe that Jay Lethal can beat Team 3D and the X-Division
Champion on his own in a street fight? The Guns continue to mean nothing
on this set, which is really starting to get old. Can we see them
featured in a single match already? They certainly weren’t here, as this
was all about Jay Lethal.

The Guns talk about Generation Me being younger versions of them.
Generation Me (the Young Bucks) aren’t on the set but it’s nice to hear
about them.

IWGP Junior Heavyweight Tag Team Titles: LAX vs. Motor City Machine Guns
vs. No Limit

From Lockdown 2009 and inside a cage with the Guns defending. No Limit is
a Japanese team comprises of Naito and Yujiro. No tags again here as we
have to make sure everything is as big of a mess as possible. Naturally
it’s a brawl to start and I have no idea which member of No Limit is
which. I believe Naito goes up for a cross body but Shelley breaks up his
second attempt by tying him into the Tree of Woe.

Hernandez yells at the referee as Homicide elbows Yujiro in the jaw to
take over. Yujiro powers Homicide up into a powerslam for two. Sabin
kicks Hernandez in the head but has his Octopus Hold easily broken up.
Hernandez just LAUNCHES Sabin into the cage in an awesome looking crash.
Shelley chops away at SuperMex but Sabin has to break up a delayed
superplex. That’s fine with Hernandez as he suplexes both of them down
with ease.

No Limit takes the Guns down as well but LAX runs them over like the
generic foreigners that they are. A middle rope knee drop gives Homicide
a two count on Yujiro but the Guns get back up to crotch Homicide on the
ropes. They bust out the kicks on Hernandez before putting Homicide on



his shoulders for a missile dropkick, driving both members of LAX into
the mat.

No Limit gets back up and hits a kind of Poetry In Motion on Shelley,
setting up a big splash from Hernandez. A middle rope dropkick to the
ribs gets two on Yujiro but Hernandez easily blocks a sunset flip attempt
from Sabin. Chris gets LAUNCHED into the cage again as Hernandez is just
way too strong for everyone. Shelley gets Border Tossed into the cage but
No Limit slams down both members of LAX with Hernandez kicking out at
two.

Sabin avoids a swan dive from Yujiro and a corkscrew moonsault from Naito
as the Guns take over again. LAX gets back up though and takes Yujiro
down with a Doomsday Cutter. The Guns bust out the kicks on Hernandez and
nail a sitout powerbomb/Sliced Bread #2 (Made In Detroit) on Naito to
retain the belts.

Rating: C. This was the first somewhat traditional match we’ve had on
this entire set and it was only so good. Naito and Yujiro were just warm
bodies out there and barely did anything for the entire match. LAX vs.
the Guns would be a far better match, assuming you can overlook Hernandez
not being a junior heavyweight.

The Guns talk about some international teams that they think would be
great opponents, including Apollo 55 from New Japan.

Team Mexico vs. Team Japan vs. Team TNA vs. Team International

Team Mexico – Ultimo Guerrero/Rey Bucanero/Averno
Team Japan – Milano Collection A.T./Masato Yoshino/Puma
Team International – Alex Kozlov/Doug Williams/Tyson Dux
Team TNA – Curry Man/Alex Shelley/Chris Sabin

From Victory Road 2008 and this is part of the World X Cup, which was
something like a World Cup for X-Division wrestling. This is a four
corners elimination match with the winners getting three points, second
place getting two points and third place getting one point. Also this
isn’t the final, as there’s an Ultimate X match later on in the show.



Curry Man starts with Yoshino and eats a quick dropkick that might have
just needed some sauce (I apologize for that joke already). The Guns
quickly come in and hammer away on Yoshino, firing off some incredibly
fast kicks in the process. Dux tags himself in to work on Sabin before
handing it off to Williams for a running knee in the corner. This is
moving incredibly fast so far.

An inverted Gory Stretch/Dragon Sleeper combo has Sabin in major trouble
before it’s off to all three members of Team Mexico to clean house on
Williams. Dux takes a spinebuster/neckbreaker combination before Guerrero
hits a big flip dive to take out Douglas. A quick rollup gives Bucanero a
pin on Dux as this ring needs to be cleared out a bit.

Yoshino and Bucanero fight on the floor before Yoshino throws him back
inside for a double team from the other Japanese guys. Off to Bucanero
vs. Puma with Ray hitting a kind of reverse sitout powerbomb for two.
Mexico and Japan have an insanely fast sequence ending in Puma kicking
Milano by mistake, allowing Averno to faceplant Puma down for the pin.

Milano flips Averno to the apron but gets kicked in the head, followed by
a low superkick for two with Ray making the save. Sabin tries a
springboard forearm but Milao Matrixes down to avoid any contact. Shelley
comes in at the same time but both guys get taken down into a single half
crab from Milano. Curry Man makes a save but Milano pretends to take a
low blow, only to have a second referee say Sabin didn’t cheat. Instead
Sabin kicks Milano in the head, setting up the Cradle Shock for an
elimination.

So we’re down to all three TNA guys, Kozlov and Williams for
International, all three Mexico guys and just Yoshino for Japan. Yoshino
grabs a kind of double leg Fameasser for two on Sabin but Shelley comes
in off a hot tag to kick Yoshino in the head. The Guns speed things up
again with some hard kicks to the head for two more but Yoshino comes
back with an Octopus Hold on Shelley. Sabin makes a fast save but Averno
tags himself in to hit a kind of reverse spinout powerbomb (popular move
tonight) for two on Yoshino. They trade rollups until Yoshino cradles
Averno down for the pin.



Kozlov comes in to powerslam Curry Man but stops for his dancing kicks
spot. Williams slides in for Rolling Chaos Theory on Sabin with Curry
making a save. It’s Williams and Curry Man slugging it out now until Team
Mexico double teams Curry Man in the corner. Guerrero throws Bucanero
onto Williams’ back before powerbombing Curry Man down for an
elimination. Guerrero puts Williams over his knees for a corkscrew
plancha from Bucanero for the pin.

We’re down to the Guns for TNA, Bucanero and Guerrero for Mexico, Kozlov
for International and Yoshino for Japan. The Guns dropkick Team Mexico to
the floor but miss their dives. Kozlov tries to start a RUSSIA chant in
the ring so Guerrero counters with a MEXICO chant. He might actually have
a chance as this show is in Houston. Kozlov kicks Guerrero low and puts
on a kind of cobra clutch crossface for the submission. Bucanero comes
right in and faceplants Kozlov for two, sending Kozlov off to tag in
Sabin.

Bucanero goes up top but takes a huge hurricanrana from Sabin, followed
by a double kick from the Guns for an elimination, finishing off Team
Mexico. Yoshino eats some kicks to the face as well before the Guns but
out some insane double teams, including a dropkick into a Downward
Spiral, for two on Kozlov. The Russian dives into a dropkick to the ribs
and eats an RKO followed by a wicked clothesline for two. Kozlov is
almost done but still grabs a rollup on Sabin with his feet on the ropes
for the pin.

It’s Shelley vs. Kozlov vs. Yoshino now with Kozlov hitting a huge dive
to take out his fellow Alex in a big crash. Yoshino fires off strikes to
Kozlov’s face, followed by Sin Cara’s La Mistica mat slam for two. A kind
of armbar makes Kozlov tap and we’re down to one on one. Shelley comes
back in but takes too much time setting something up, allowing Yoshino to
nail a dropkick for two.

A quick Sliced Bread #2 gets two on Yoshino but he blocks a Frog Splash
with raised knees. Shelley puts him on top for a superkick, only to get
caught in a kind of springboard spinning Zig Zag to give Yoshino a VERY
close near fall. Yoshino says that’s it and takes him up top, only to
take a top rope atomic drop, followed by Sheamus’ White Noise to give



Shelley the pin.

Rating: B+. This took some time to get going but once they got going it
was nothing but fast paced action the entire way. Some of those near
falls were excellent and they kept the match moving fast enough that you
couldn’t keep up with what was going on. Keeping it up for over twenty
four minutes is very impressive and the match was a blast.

Interestingly enough, the rest of this DVD isn’t on the video TNA put up
on its official YouTube channel and I had to find it myself. That’s
rather odd, especially when the Beer Money disc was there in its
entirety.

The Guns talk about singles competition and how it means a lot to them,
just like teaming together.

X-Division Title: Suicide vs. Daniels vs. Amazing Red vs. Homicide vs.
Chris Sabin vs. Alex Shelley

From Bound For Glory 2008 and it’s Ultimate X with Red defending. Red is
a guy that was around near the beginning of TNA and did some very
impressive flips, earning the adulation of Don West. Don is now managing
the champ and was known to climb on the announcers’ table and cheer for
him. Sabin and Shelley won a match on the preshow to get in this match.
Suicide is a video game character who started appearing on TV, portrayed
by Daniels or Kazarian (the latter here). Homicide is part of the World
Elite stable, which is a group of international wrestlers, led by Eric
Young, who feel they haven’t been treated right.

It’s a mad scramble to the corners to start but no one can get anywhere.
Everyone goes after everyone with Homicide getting the biggest advantage
by taking down Shelley and diving through the ropes to take out Daniels.
Suicide rolls the champion over and dives onto Homicide but the Guns work
together to set up a suicide dive on…uh Suicide actually. Red kicks
Shelley but gets dropped by Daniels, who goes for a climb. Red isn’t done
yet and hurricanranas Daniels onto everyone else in the match.

Back in and Sabin busts out a giant swing on Red but Shelley adds a
dropkick to the champ’s head to make it even worse. Daniels attacks both



Guns and Homicide goes for a climb, only to have Suicide springboard up
to the ropes and make a save, only to get pulled down into a Gringo
Cutter. Sabin holds Daniels and Homicide for a top rope double stomp from
Shelley.

The Guns continue their control by working over Red but the champion
escapes a Doomsday Device with a Sliced Bread #2 instead of a clothesline
and takes Sabin down with a hurricanrana. Suicide comes back in but
Homicide suplexes him down. Homicide drops the champ and goes up but
Daniels pulls him down and nails a Death Valley Driver. Red goes for the
ropes but slowly comes back down for some reason, only to go back towards
the belt until Suicide pulls him back down.

Now it’s Daniels and Sabin going up and kicking at each other while
hanging in the air, eventually knocking each other down for a big crash.
Sabin nails a tornado DDT on Daniels and Shelley nails a Sliced Bread #2
on Suicide. We get the Parade of Secondary Finishers, followed by
Shelley, Red and Suicide hitting a huge Tower of Doom out of the corner
with Suicide taking the worst of it (and kicking Daniels in the face on
the way down).

Suicide throws Daniels down but Red kicks him in the face and gets caught
by a corkscrew dive. Sabin goes nuts until Suicide kicks him off the top
rope. Suicide goes right back up and hits the Flux Capacitor on Sabin,
setting up Daniels’ Best Moonsault Ever. Daniels and Suicide climb onto
the top of the structure above the cables and Red follows after them.

The fans ask them not to die so Daniels and Suicide tease suplexing each
other off. They slap each other until Daniels carefully climbs down onto
the X but Suicide does the same and they both fall with Daniels landing
on his head. Tazz rightfully shouts CHECK HIM as Red slips down through
the treeses as well and grabs the title before someone dies.

Rating: C+. That Daniels bump had me terrified when I saw it live and it
doesn’t get any easier here. Thankfully he was ok for the most part. I
can’t emphasize how much better this was than last year’s opener with
just six men involved. It gives the match a chance to breathe and you can
keep track of what’s going on. This was a good opener but the Daniels



fall made it hard to sit through at the end.

What would happen if they fought each other? We would find out at Genesis
2009.

X-Division Title: Chris Sabin vs. Alex Shelley

From Genesis 2009 and it’s a tournament final. They circle each other to
start until Alex grabs an armbar. Sabin grabs one of his own but gets
kicked off and they nip up to a standoff. Back up and Sabin cranks on the
arm a bit more until Shelley takes him down by the leg. They get up again
and speed things WAY up with armdrags and flips into another standoff.

Sabin gets in the first major shot of the match with a kick to the face
before cranking on an armbar with his leg around Shelley’s head. Chris
sends him out to the floor for a big suicide dive, driving Alex’s head
into the announcers’ table. Back in and Sabin drapes Sabin over the
middle rope, setting up a Harlem Hangover into a Fameasser for a close
two. They trade chops with Shelley getting the better of it before
hitting a Lionsault for two. Off to an abdominal stretch from Alex with
an additional arm crank for good measure.

It doesn’t last long though as Sabin tries Cradle Shock, only to have
Alex escape and send him face first into the mat. That’s fine with Sabin
who pops up and kicks Shelley’s head off for two. They slug it out again
with Sabin knocking him into the corner for a running elbow to the jaw.

A big springboard tornado DDT gets two on Alex as Sabin is getting
frustrated. He goes for another springboard but dives into a Crossface
which Shelley spins into an attempted tiger suplex, only to have Chris
send him into the corner for a break. Sabin snaps off the tiger suplex
for two and White Noise gets the same for Shelley. Alex blocks a top rope
hurricanrana and plants Sabin with a slam, only to have his Frog Splash
hit knees.

Sabin misses a kick of his own and Alex nails two straight Frog Splashes
for two. Back up and Sabin nails a clothesline and Cradle Shock gets two.
A middle rope Cradle Shock is countered into a super Sliced Bread #2 for
another near fall and Alex is STUNNED. He loads up another Sliced Bread



but Sabin throws him off, only to have Shelley come up limping. Sabin
checks on his partner and gets rolled up for the pin to give Alex the
title.

Rating: C+. I liked most of this and the idea was decent enough, but the
opening was kind of a stretch. The idea is that they think the exact same
way, but there comes a point where it’s clearly choreographed and there’s
almost no way around it. The rest of it worked well enough with a bunch
of near falls, and they probably did the right thing with a shifty ending
instead of letting one member get a fair pin.

The Guns talk about how the future is more important to wrap things up.

Overall Rating: D+. What the heck was that? I’m really not sure how this
can be described as the Best of the Motor City Machine Guns when there’s
a single match where they’re a regular team and the rest is almost all
about them either in a big gimmick match or as afterthoughts in a
multiman singles match. They said the fans picked these matches, which
makes me think the fans don’t like the Guns all that much. This set
needed to be released about three years later, when the Guns had built up
a big catalog of matches to pick from. Like a title win for example.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of the Royal Rumble at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Finally, I’m holding a Holiday Special for my e-books: any two of them
for just $5.  Check out the details here.

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2014/11/28/holiday-sale/

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2014/11/28/holiday-sale/

